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LONDON MAGISTRATE'S TRIBUTE TO ARMY

Since the beginning of the war, between 500 and 750 Army
"deserters" or "absentees" have passed through the hands of

Mr. F.O. Langley, the well-known Metropolitan magistrate of Old

Street police Court.

Details of the individual care and concern for the soldier

are emphasised in a revealing letter to the Director General of

Army Welfare received from Mr. Langley, who writes:-

"'Deserters' or 'Absentees' have for the years of this war

now passed through my hands at a minimum (all-over)
%

average rate of

five a week - say 500 - 750 in all, at least.

"I must also have had to do with at least another 1,50

individual, soldiers, charged with civil offences, and with the same

number of officers, attending under King’s Regulations ostensibly
to assist the Court but (as I feel and always say) in reality to

help the men, in accordance with high military traditions.

"It is high time some appreciation was conveyed to the War

Office of the attitude of commands and officers to the individual

care and concern for the soldier, which is endeavoured to be exercised

by the Court in all these cases *- only too well aware as we arc

from 10 years' experience in this East End, of the domestic and

other embarrassments a man may have to cope with, as inevitable

consequence of being in uniform*

"Were I the Command or Officer whom I trouble, in pursuit of

this individual and drop-in-the-ocean business, I feel I might well

be tempted to say of such a magistrate, 'Heaven rid me of this

turbulent priest!'

"Yet I have had nothing hut tolerance and enthusiastic aid

from Commands and Officers alike*, and in the one single instance

•where the military attitude was less commendable, so that some

resentment was felt as to the injustice to the man, the merest comment

from me has resulted in immediate action by the military authority,"
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